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First "real" ride in three weeks; better than expected. Oh, and Covid+ too.

	I'll back up a bit and talk about Tuesday and Thursday's rides. Both about the same, dreadfully slow, 41 minutes up Kings, no time

to do the West Old LaHonda loop. Dreadfully cold too; under 40F the entire ride (my computer reads temps a bit "optimistically

though and shows just a bit higher). Tuesday I was on my own; Thursday I had Kevin (ex-pilot) with me. Kevin had stated his

intentions to start 5-7 minutes ahead of me, because he thought he'd be slowing me down too much. Had to talk him out of that, and

glad I did! 41 minutes was just about right for each of us. And on Thursday, I wasn't sure how I'd be doing after getting, maybe, 2.5

hours sleep. Surprisingly the sleep didn't affect me all that much.

Why wasn't younger Kevin with me? He'd tested positive for Covid last Sunday, probably after already having had it for several

days, and finally tested clear Thursday. Not in time to ride Thursday morning though.

But today things were good. Both Kevin (younger Kevin) and I were healthy (despite a couple days of Covid+ readings for me; I

didn't bother to waste a test today, but will see what I look like tomorrow), and I think both of us got enough sleep last night. Cold?

Oh yeah. Thank goodness for my electrically-warmed gloves!!! Which almost weren't available; I woke up at 6:30am and realized

hey, did I plug the batteries in after Thursday's ride? So I got out of bed and went downstairs to where the gloves are, and, sure

enough, I had not charged them. Plugged them in and thankfully they were fully-charged by the time we left around 11am.

3 weeks out from a serious ride, heading to the coast wasn't really an option. Besides, since I'm still likely Covid positive, it's not

like I can head into a place to get food. I tried to convince Kevin that we should do a reverse West Alpine, but he wanted to stay on

our side of the hill, and suggested just a foothill loop. Not enough miles for me, and I wanted to see if I could get up Old LaHonda at

a bit better clip than the two recent climbs up Kings. 

27-something was actually better than I expected up Old LaHonda. At the top we headed south on Skyline, down Page Mil and then

south again to Los Altos, stopped for coffee and food at Peets (adjacent to our former shop location) and then headed back on

Foothill. We did surprisingly well, and now actually looking forward to the next ride up Kings. I just might survive!
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